Conformational analysis of three NK1 tripeptide antagonists: a proton nuclear magnetic resonance study.
Two new peptides, tailored after Ac-Thr-D-Trp(CHO)-Phe-NMeBzl (TRI), namely, Ac-Thr-D-Trp(CHO)-Phe-NMe alpha MeBzl (TRA) and Ac-Thr-D-Trp(CHO)-Oic-NMeBzl (TOI), in which Phe is replaced by (3aS, 7aS)-octahydroindole-2-carboxylic acid, proved more potent and selective NK1 antagonists. The conformational properties of all three compounds were investigated in solution by NMR spectroscopy and those of TRI analyzed in greater detail by means of systematic computer-assisted modeling. All conformers whose energy differs by less than 9 kcal/mol from the absolute minimum are different from the conformer proposed in a previous molecular modeling study by the discovers of TRI. Parallel calculations for TRA and TOI yield low-energy conformers similar to those of TRI but in a slightly different order. Comparison of the shapes of low-energy conformers of all three peptides with those of four typical rigid NK1 antagonists shows that putative bioactive conformations are indeed present in solution.